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Centrality dependence of the nuclear modification factor of charged pions, kaons, and protons
in Pb-Pb collisions at √sNN = 2.76 TeV
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(ALICE Collaboration)
(Received 7 July 2015; revised manuscript received 9 November 2015; published 25 March 2016)
Transverse momentum (pT) spectra of pions, kaons, and protons up to pT = 20 GeV/c have been measured
in Pb-Pb collisions at √sNN = 2.76 TeV using the ALICE detector for six different centrality classes covering
0%–80%. The proton-to-pion and the kaon-to-pion ratios both show a distinct peak at pT ≈ 3 GeV/c in central
Pb-Pb collisions that decreases for more peripheral collisions. ForpT > 10 GeV/c, the nuclear modification factor
is found to be the same for all three particle species in each centrality interval within systematic uncertainties
of 10%–20%. This suggests there is no direct interplay between the energy loss in the medium and the particle
species composition in the hard core of the quenched jet. For pT < 10 GeV/c, the data provide important
constraints for models aimed at describing the transition from soft to hard physics.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.93.034913
I. INTRODUCTION
In ultrarelativistic heavy-ion collisions, a strongly inter-
acting deconfined medium of quarks and gluons is created.
Experimental evidence for this state of matter has been found
at both the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) [1–4] and
the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [5–9]. Transverse
momentum (pT) spectra probe many different properties of
this medium. At low pT (2 GeV/c) the spectra provide in-
formation on bulk production, while at high pT (10 GeV/c)
transport properties of the medium can be studied via jet
quenching [10–12]. The microscopic QCD processes are
different at low and high pT, and it is an open question if
additional physics processes occur in the intermediate pT
region (2  pT  10 GeV/c). In this paper, the centrality
evolution of the transverse momentum spectra of pions, kaons,
and protons as a function of pT for Pb-Pb collisions at
√
sNN =
2.76 TeV is presented. The focus is on intermediate and high
pT, where these measurements allow comparison between
baryons and mesons, strange and nonstrange particles, and
the search for particle mass-dependent effects.
For inclusive charged-particle pT spectra, jet quenching
leads to a suppression of high-pT particle production at
the RHIC [13–15] and over an extended pT range, up to
100 GeV/c, at the LHC [6,16–18]. The microscopic mech-
anism of jet quenching is not completely understood, and one
of the main goals of the experimental programs at the RHIC
and the LHC is to identify additional signatures associated with
the jet quenching to constrain theoretical modeling. Particle
identification (PID) is of fundamental interest because, owing
to the color Casimir factor, gluons interact two times stronger
with the medium than quarks [19,20] and it is known from
e+e− studies of three-jet events that gluons are more likely to
fragment to leading baryons than quarks are [21]. In addition,
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some models for jet quenching predict large particle-species-
dependent effects [22–24]. Measurements at the RHIC, in
particular for baryons, have so far been inconclusive owing
to the limited pT range and the large systematic and statistical
uncertainties [25–27].
In the intermediate transverse momentum regime, the
baryon-to-meson ratios, e.g., the proton yield divided by the
pion yield, measured by experiments at the RHIC revealed
a, so far, not well understood enhancement [28–30]. This
so-called “baryon anomaly” could indicate the presence of new
hadronization mechanisms such as parton recombination [31–
33] that could be significantly enhanced and/or extended out to
higher pT at the LHC owing to larger minijet production [34].
In recombination models, the enhancement at intermediate pT
is an effect of the coalescence of lower pT quarklike particles
that leads to a larger production of baryons than mesons. In
a model without new intermediate pT physics, the rise of the
baryon-to-meson ratio is attributable to hydrodynamics and the
decrease is solely a consequence of the growing importance of
fragmentation.
In a recent letter [35] ALICE reported the charged pions,
kaons, and proton pT spectra for pp and the most central
and most peripheral Pb-Pb collisions. The main observation
was that, within statistical and systematic uncertainties, the
nuclear modification factor is the same for pT > 10 GeV/c
for all three particle species. This suggests that there are no
significant particle-species-dependent effects related to the
energy loss. In this paper, the analysis used to obtain the
measurements at high pT is presented in full detail, and
the results for all centrality classes are included. Recent
measurements at low and intermediate pT of identified particle
production and correlations in p-Pb collisions have revealed
phenomena typically associated with fluidlike behavior in
heavy-ion collisions [36–38]. This raises questions of whether
hydrodynamics and/or recombination can also be applied to
describe these small systems [39–41]. The centrality evolution
studies for Pb-Pb collisions can therefore also be seen as a
possible experimental interconnection between the smallest
and the largest QCD bulk systems.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II, the data
analysis is described. The method using the energy loss in
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the TPC for particle identification is laid out first and then
the procedure using the Cherenkov angle measured by the
high-momentum particle identification detector (HMPID) is
presented. In Sec. III, the final spectra are presented, and the
particle ratios and nuclear modification factors are discussed
and compared with theoretical calculations and results from
previous experiments at lower center-of-mass energies.
II. DATA ANALYSIS
The results reported in this paper have been obtained
with the central barrel of the ALICE detector, which has
full azimuthal coverage around midrapidity, |η| < 0.8 [42].
Different particle identification (PID) devices are used for the
identification of π±, K±, and p(p¯) (see Table IV for exact pT
ranges). Ordering by pT, from lowest to highest, the results
are obtained using the specific energy loss, dE/dx, in the
silicon inner tracking system (ITS), the dE/dx in the time
projection chamber (TPC), the time of flight measured by the
time-of-flight (TOF) detector, the Cherenkov angle measured
by the HMPID, and the TPC dE/dx in the relativistic rise
region. The general performance of these devices is reported
in Ref. [43]. Detailed description of the lower pT analyses and
the resulting π±, K±, and p(p¯) pT spectra in Pb-Pb collisions
are already published [44]. In this section, the method used to
extract these pT spectra in the HMPID and the TPC dE/dx
relativistic rise analysis is described in detail.
Owing to the limited acceptance of the HMPID, the analysis
has been performed with the larger 2011 data set where a
centrality trigger was used, restricting the HMPID results to
0%–50% central Pb-Pb collisions.
A. TPC d E/dx relativistic rise analysis
The relativistic rise of the dE/dx in the TPC, where the av-
erage energy loss increases as ln βγ (3  βγ  1000), allows
ALICE to extend the PID of π±, K±, and p(p¯) up to pT =
20 GeV/c. This section focuses on details of this analysis.
1. Event and track selection
The event and track selection follows closely that of the
inclusive charged particle analysis [16]. The same spectrum
normalization is adopted so that the systematic uncertainties
related to event and track selection are common, allowing a
precise comparison between the nuclear modification factors
for inclusive and identified charged particles. The analysis with
PID described here has additional systematic uncertainties
related to the particle identification that we describe in
Sec. II A 9.
A total of 11 × 106 Pb-Pb collision events recorded in
2010 are used in this analysis. The online (offline) trigger
for minimum bias interactions in Pb-Pb collisions requires
signals in two (three) of the three following detector elements:
the silicon pixel detector (SPD) layers of the ITS and the
two forward scintillators (V0) located on opposite sides of
the interaction point. The centrality is determined from the
measured amplitude in the V0 detector [45].
Primary tracks are reconstructed in the ALICE TPC [46]
from clusters in up to 159 pad rows, where each cluster consists
of a group of cells covering a few neighboring pads and
time bins. The tracks used in the analysis are restricted to
|η| < 0.8 to be fully contained in the TPC active volume.
Furthermore, tracks are required to have at least one hit
in one of the two innermost SPD layers of the ITS, and
the distance of closest approach to the primary vertex is
required to be less than 2 cm along the beam axis and less
than 7 standard deviations in the transverse plane (≈350 μm
for tracks with pT = 2 GeV/c, decreasing slightly with pT).
The resulting relative pT resolution for these tracks is better
than 5% at pT = 20 GeV/c [16]. The pT spectra have been
corrected for this resolution using an unfolding procedure for
pT > 10 GeV/c [16,47]. This correction is smaller than 2% at
pT = 20 GeV/c.
2. Particle identification at large transverse momentum
Figure 1 shows the dE/dx as a function of momentum p in
0%–5% and 60%–80% central Pb-Pb collisions. It is evident
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FIG. 1. The dE/dx as a function of the momentum p at midrapidity |η| < 0.2 for 0%–5% (left) and 60%–80% (right) Pb-Pb collisions.
In each momentum bin, the dE/dx spectra have been normalized to have unit integrals and only bins with more than 0.1% of the counts are
shown (making electrons not visible in this plot except at very low momentum). The curves show the final 〈dE/dx〉 responses for pions, kaons,
and protons.
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FIG. 2. Separation in number of standard deviations (Sσ ) as a function of momentum between pions and protons (top row), pions and kaons
(middle row), and kaons and protons (bottom row). Results are shown for 0%–5% (left column) and 40%–60% (middle column) Pb-Pb and pp
(right column) collisions. Because the TPC response is track-length dependent, the separation is better for tracks at forward pseudorapidities
(solid lines) than for those at smaller η (dashed lines). The degradation in separation power in more central collisions is expected from
occupancy effects; in the most peripheral collisions an average of 149 clusters are assigned to tracks with pT > 2 GeV/c, while in the most
central collisions only 127 clusters are assigned.
that particle identification in the relativistic rise region requires
precise knowledge of the 〈dE/dx〉 response and resolution σ .
To quantify this, and to motivate the detailed studies in the
following, the final response functions are used to estimate
the separation power, where, for example, the charged pion-
to-kaon separation in number of standard deviations, Sσ , is
Sσ =
〈
dE
dx
〉
π++π− −
〈
dE
dx
〉
K++K−
0.5(σπ++π− + σK++K− ) , (1)
that is, the absolute 〈dE/dx〉 difference normalized to the
arithmetic average of the resolutions. Figure 2 shows that
the separation power between particle species is only a few
standard deviations, making PID very challenging, requiring
optimization of the dE/dx signal itself and the use of external
PID constraints to calibrate the response. In the following,
these analysis aspects are covered in detail.
3. The d E/dx calibration
The dE/dx is obtained as a truncated mean, where the
average is performed considering only the 60% lowest cluster
charge values to remove the tail of the Landau-like cluster
charge distribution. It is customary to use the notation dE/dx
and talk about the Bethe-Bloch curve, even if the dE/dx
used in the analysis is only the truncated mean and does not
contain energy losses deposited as sub-ionization-threshold
excitations or the full ionization from δ electrons, discussed
in detail in Ref. [48]. While the Bethe-Bloch specific energy
loss depends only on βγ = p/m, the one obtained from the
detected truncated mean also depends on other parameters
such as the actual cluster sample length, i.e., the pad length
and/or track inclination over the pad. In the following, we refer
to the relationship between the two types of specific energy
losses as the transfer function and it is this relationship that is
optimized in the dE/dx calibration and used also as input for
the analysis strategy discussed later.
Each of the up to 159 clusters used to reconstruct a track
contains information on the ionization energy loss in the TPC.
To equalize the gain, each individual readout channel has been
calibrated using ionization clusters produced by the decay of
radioactive krypton, 8636Kr, released into the TPC gas [46].
In pp collisions the cluster integrated charge is used for
calculating the dE/dx. The integrated charge is corrected for
the tails of the charge distribution that are below the readout
threshold. Owing to the large probability for overlapping
clusters in Pb-Pb collisions, the maximum charge in the
cluster is used to calculate the dE/dx in this case. The
maximum charge is the largest charge in a cluster cell (pad
and time bin). The maximum charge has to be corrected for
the drift-length-dependent reduction owing to diffusion and the
034913-3
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dependence on the relative pad position of the induced signal
(the measured maximum charge is largest if the cluster center
is also the pad center and smallest if it is between two pads).
The performance and stability of the dE/dx transfer
function, with respect to gain variations, is improved in the
following two ways. Reconstructed space points where the
charge is deposited on a single pad, that are not used for track
fitting, are included in the dE/dx calculation. An attempt
is made to identify clusters below the readout threshold. If
a row has no cluster assigned to the track but clusters were
assigned in both neighboring rows, it is assumed that the
cluster charge was below the readout threshold and a virtual
cluster is assigned with charge corresponding to the lowest
reconstructed charge cluster on the track. This virtual cluster
is then included in the calculation of the truncated mean. This
is similar to the strategy adopted by ALEPH, but without
changing the truncation range [49].
The η dependence of the dE/dx is sensitive to corrections
for the track length and the diffusion. There is also a small cor-
rection for the direct drift-length-dependent signal attenuation,
owing to absorption, of ionization electrons by oxygen [46].
At η = 0 the ionization electrons drift the full 250 cm to the
readout chambers and, as a result, the signal is spread out,
owing to diffusion, making threshold effects more prominent
than for tracks with η = 0.8. At the same time, the sampled
track length is longer for the track with η = 0.8 than that
with η = 0. The dE/dx calibration is validated using pions
in the minimum ionizing particle (MIP) regime and electrons
in the Fermi plateau region. A clean sample of MIP pions
is selected via tracks with momenta 0.4 < p < 0.6 GeV/c
and energy loss 0.8 < (dE/dx)/〈dE/dx〉MIP < 1.2. A clean
electron sample is obtained in the same momentum range via
centrality-dependent dE/dx cuts (as Sσ depends on centrality)
and by rejecting kaons using time-of-flight (TOF) information:
0.9 < βTOF < 1.1. For both samples it is found that the η
dependence of the 〈dE/dx〉 is negligible. We note that one
expects these two classes of tracks to have different sensitivity
to threshold corrections. The result of the validation test for
pp collisions is shown in Fig. 3, which displays the 〈dE/dx〉
response as a function of η for electrons (top panel) and pions
(middle panel).
4. Division into homogenous samples
From studies of the transfer function, one expects a
significant track-length dependence. For the “stiff” high-pT
tracks used in this analysis, the track length in the transverse
bending plane is rather similar, but there is a significant η
dependence and the effect of this on the dE/dx resolution is
visible in Fig. 3 for the pion MIPs. This motivates performing
the analysis in |η| intervals – |η| < 0.2, 0.2  |η| < 0.4,
0.4  |η| < 0.6, and 0.6  |η| < 0.8 – and then combining
the results.
Furthermore, tracks close to and/or crossing the TPC sector
boundaries have significantly fewer clusters assigned. Because
the analyzed tracks are “stiff,” those tracks close to the sector
boundaries can be easily rejected using a geometric cut in the
azimuthal track angle ϕ, which excludes approximately 10%
of the tracks for pT > 6 GeV/c. Figure 4 shows the effect of
η
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FIG. 3. The dE/dx as a function of η for electrons on the Fermi
plateau (top) and MIP pions (middle); the selection criteria are
described in the text. The solid round markers indicate the average,
〈dE/dx〉, and the height of the boxes is given by the standard
deviation, σ . The bottom panel shows the ratio between the plateau
and the MIP 〈dE/dx〉. The statistical uncertainty is smaller than
the marker sizes. These results were obtained for pp collisions at√
s = 2.76 TeV.
the geometric cut on the distribution of the number of clusters
per track. The cases before and after the ϕ cut are shown for pp
(top panel) and central Pb-Pb (bottom panel) collisions. The
large difference between the distributions for pp and central
Pb-Pb is an occupancy effect and essentially independent of
pT. The cut significantly improves the dE/dx performance
by rejecting tracks with less information (fewer clusters) in
regions where the calibration is more sensitive to complex
edge behaviors that can have larger effects on stiff tracks.
This also simplifies the analysis because in each |η| interval, a
single resolution parameter is sufficient to describe individual
particles species (e.g., all pions) in a given momentum bin.
5. Obtaining the high- pT yields
Because, as already mentioned, the event and track selection
scheme is identical to the one used for the inclusive charged-
particle spectra [16] and each charged track has an associated
TPC dE/dx measurement, the charged pion, kaon, and
(anti)proton yields measured in this analysis are normalized
034913-4
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to the inclusive charged-particle spectra.1 This highlights the
unique direct correspondence between the two analyses and
guarantees that the results are fully consistent even at the
level of statistical uncertainties. The analysis of the dE/dx
spectra is therefore aimed at extracting the relative yields of
π±, K±, and p(p¯), referred to as the particle fractions in the
following.
In a narrow momentum and |η| interval, the dE/dx
distribution can be described by a sum of four Gaussians
(π , K , p, and e) (see, e.g., Fig. 5), and the requirements
for the analysis to be able to extract the yields with high
precision is that the means and widths of the Gaussians
are constrained. Additional external track samples such as
protons from 	 decays are used to obtain the constraints.
The method presented in the following has been benchmarked
using Monte Carlo (MC) simulations and the closure tests,
comparing reconstructed output with generated input, for all
1The ϕ cut described in Sec. II A 4 was not applied in the inclusive
charged-particle analysis, but as this cut is a geometric cut it is
independent of particle species type and therefore does not affect
this normalization.
yields show less than 2% systematic deviations. From studies
comparing test beam data results with the ALICE specific
MC implementation of the energy loss in the TPC, the MC
is known to be precise and to take into account all important
detector effects [50], with the limit that the test beam data was
recorded under controlled conditions (fixed track topology and
large gas gain) and that ion tail effects are not included in the
MC simulations.
6. Measurement of the TPC response: Parametrization of the
Bethe-Bloch and resolution curves
The first step of the analysis is to extract the response
parametrizations used to constrain the fits. The Bethe-Bloch
curve is parametrized as〈
dE
dx
〉
= a
[
1 + (βγ )2
(βγ )2
]e
+ b
c
ln
[ (1 + βγ )c
1 + d ′(1 + βγ )c
]
, (2)
where a, b, c, d, and e are free parameters (the variable d ′
is used to simplify the expression and is defined as d ′ =
exp[c(a − d)/b], where d is the 〈dE/dx〉 in the Fermi plateau
regime, βγ  1000).
For d ′  1, as is the case here, the parametrization has
a simple behavior in different regions of βγ . For small
βγ , βγ  3–4, 〈 dE
dx
〉 ≈ a(βγ )2e , while on the logarithmic
rise, 〈 dE
dx
〉 ≈ a + b ln (1 + βγ ). The parametrization has been
motivated by demanding this behavior in the discussed βγ
limits, while at the same time requiring that each parameter has
a clear meaning. It uses 1 + βγ to ensure that the logarithmic
term is always positive.
The relative resolution, σ/〈dE/dx〉, as a function of
〈dE/dx〉 is parametrized with a second-degree polynomial,
which was found to describe the data well:
σ/〈dE/dx〉 = a0 + a1〈dE/dx〉 + a2〈dE/dx〉2. (3)
The TPC response (Bethe-Bloch and resolution curves) is
determined for each η region. Owing to the deterioration of
the TPC dE/dx performance with increasing multiplicity, the
curves differ significantly and have to be extracted separately
for pp and each Pb-Pb centrality class.
The parameters a, b, d, and e are well determined using
external PID information. Secondary pion (proton) tracks
identified via the reconstruction of the weak decay topology
of K0S (	) and data samples with TOF enhanced (βTOF > 1)
primary pions are used. TheV 0 selection used in this analysis is
similar to the one used in the dedicated analysis [51]. To verify
that the dE/dx response is Gaussian, narrow invariant-mass
cuts were applied to pp data where the V 0 reconstruction
is cleanest. Figure 6 shows single Gaussian fits to the pion
and proton peaks for such data and we note that the reduced
χ2 value is in the expected range for a valid fit model. In
the following, 10 MeV/c2 wide invariant-mass cuts around
the peaks were used to select signal and reject background
as a compromise between statistics and purity. Using this
information, the Bethe-Bloch function is constrained in the
βγ interval of 3–60. Figure 7 shows examples of the TPC
dE/dx spectra for these samples in the momentum (η) range:
5–7 GeV/c (0.6  |η| < 0.8) for the most central and most
peripheral Pb-Pb collisions analyzed. In this case, the proton
034913-5
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FIG. 5. Four-Gaussian fits (line) to the dE/dx spectra (markers) for tracks having momentum in the range 3.4–3.6 GeV/c (top) and
8.0–9.0 GeV/c (bottom) with |η| < 0.2. In each panel, the signals of pions (rightmost Gaussian), kaons, and protons (leftmost Gaussian) are
shown as red, green, and blue hatched areas, respectively. The contribution of electrons is small (<1%) and therefore not visible in the figure.
Results for all six Pb-Pb centrality classes are presented. The dE/dx spectra have all been normalized to have unit integrals.
candidate samples from the 	 decay are not pure samples
and have some contamination of pions because the invariant
mass peak region still contains considerable combinatorial
background. This contamination is seen in the asymmetry
towards the higher value of dE/dx in the proton sample.
In the case of the pion samples from the K0S decay, proton
contamination creates the asymmetry towards the lower value
of dE/dx in the spectra. Hence, in these cases, to obtain
the mean dE/dx and resolution for each particle species, the
asymmetric tail of the Gaussians were not considered.
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FIG. 6. dE/dx spectra for secondary pions (top) and protons
(bottom) identified via the reconstruction of the weak decay topology
of K0S and 	, respectively. A narrow invariant-mass cut reducing
statistics was applied to select clean samples (but the pion sample
still contains a small visible proton background). The curves are
single Gaussian fits to the data and the reduced χ2 is calculated in the
range indicated by the fit curves only.
The Fermi plateau is fixed using electron-positron pairs
from photon conversions (a photon conversion is reconstructed
similar to a V0 decay and identified from the low invariant
mass). The same information is used to measure the dE/dx
resolution as a function of 〈dE/dx〉. The relative resolution
around the MIP2 is ≈5.5%–7.5% and improves with increasing
〈dE/dx〉 (primary ionization) in the relativistic rise region to
≈4.5%–5.5%. These data samples are henceforth referred to
as the external PID data.
In the relativistic rise region, the analysis is very stable
because in this region 〈dE/dx〉 ≈ a + b ln βγ , so the dE/dx
separation between particle species, e.g., protons and pi-
ons, is constant: 〈dE/dx〉p − 〈dE/dx〉π ≈ a + b ln(p/mp) −
[a + b ln(p/mπ )] ≈ b ln(mπ/mp). So as long as all particle
2The resolution depends on centrality and track length and is worse
in central events and for smaller |η|.
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FIG. 7. dE/dx spectra for secondary pions (open triangles) and
protons (solid circles) identified via the reconstruction of the weak
decay topology of K0S and 	, respectively. The spectra have been
normalized to have the same integrals. The spectrum for primary
pions (solid triangles) is obtained by requiring βTOF > 1. Results for
peripheral (top) and central (bottom) Pb-Pb collisions are shown. The
tracks were chosen in the momentum (pseudorapidity) interval 5 <
p < 7 GeV/c (0.6  |η| < 0.8). Note that most spectra also contain
a well-understood background.
species are in this βγ regime a simple extrapolation can be
applied. For βγ  100 the pions (p  14 GeV/c) start to ap-
proach the Fermi plateau region and the 〈dE/dx〉 dependence
on βγ is more complex. To address this, a two-dimensional fit
to the dE/dx vsp distribution is performed. All the parameters
of the resolution function and the parameters a, b, d, and
e of Eq. (2) are fixed. The parameter c and the yields
of π+ + π−, K+ + K−, and p + p¯ in different momentum
intervals are free parameters. This fit method works fine if the
corrections to the logarithmic rise, owing to the transition to
the plateau, are small, which restricts the current analysis to
pT < 20 GeV/c. With higher statistics and the use of cosmic
muons as additional constraints, we expect to be able to extend
the method up to 50 GeV/c.
There is a final subtle point that should be mentioned here.
The systematic uncertainty on the yields from the dE/dx
method alone is rather large for particles with ionization
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curves obtained as described in the text. Results are shown for pp (left
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data are plotted as markers. The shaded areas represent the systematic
uncertainty of the parametrizations.
energy loss close to 1 MIP, but additional information from
other analyses can be used to constrain the results. One would
like to avoid using the actual lower pT π±, K±, and p(p¯)
measurements, as this will introduce a direct bias in the final
combined spectra (Sec. III). Instead, the neutral kaon yields
are used to constrain the charged kaons in Pb-Pb collisions.3
The two-dimensional fit is applied again, but the parameter e,
which mainly affects the proton 〈dE/dx〉, is now allowed to
vary while the other parameters, a–d, are constrained and the
charged kaon yield in the fit is also restricted to be consistent
with the neutral kaon yield (the pion and proton yields are free).
The effect of this refit is largest in central collisions at low pT
(<4 GeV/c) and decreases with centrality; at 3 GeV/c the
effect on the extracted kaon yield is 10% (<1%) for 0%–5%
(60%–80%) collision centrality.
Figure 8 shows the final parametrizations of the Bethe-
Bloch and resolution curves for pp and the most central
Pb-Pb collisions. The values obtained for the external PID data
are also shown. Table I shows the values of the parameters
of Eq. (2) for different centrality classes and pp collisions.
All parameters except c are close for the four |η| intervals
and similar across systems. As previously mentioned, the
parameter c is related to the transition in the logarithmic
3The assumption is that the invariant pT spectra are the same.
The charged kaon fraction (fK++K− ) is obtained working backwards
through Eqs. (5) and (4).
TABLE I. Parameters obtained for the Bethe-Bloch function
[Eq. (2)] for central and peripheral Pb-Pb collisions and pp collisions.
Results are given as the range found for the four |η| intervals.
Parameter Pb-Pb 0%–5% Pb-Pb 60%–80% pp
a 33.9–35.4 32.9–33.1 32.5–33.3
b 7.66–7.89 8.58–9.01 8.52–8.77
c 2.18–7.18 1.25–2.38 1.65–43.0
d 78.0–78.5 80.0–80.6 80.6–80.7
e 1.22–1.30 1.37–1.39 1.43–1.55
rise to the Plateau and the large difference mainly reflects
that the parameter is statistically not well constrained for
some of the data sets. For the pp data set, where the
largest variation is observed, we obtain similar results within
statistical uncertainties if c = 2 is used for all |η| slices.
The separation power, Sσ , obtained with the final
parametrizations for pp, 0%–5% Pb-Pb, and 40%–60% Pb-Pb
collisions are shown in Fig. 2. As expected, the performance
is the best for low-multiplicity events and decreases as the
multiplicity increases and the separation is better for the
longest tracks (0.6  |η| < 0.8). For p > 6.0 GeV/c the Sσ
separation is nearly constant, as expected, because of the
logarithmic relativistic rise (as σ ∝ 〈dE/dx〉 a small decrease
of the separation is observed). The separation power plays
an important role in the determination of the systematic
uncertainties described in Sec. II A 9.
7. Extraction of the particle fractions
All the following results are for the sum of positive and
negative pions, kaons, and protons. Positive and negative yields
were found to be comparable at the 5% level or better for all
six centrality classes and pp collisions.
Having determined the Bethe-Bloch and resolution curves
as described in the previous section, it is now straightforward
to fit the dE/dx spectra using the sum of four Gaussian
distributions for pions, kaons, protons, and electrons. For each
momentum interval, the 〈dE/dx〉 position and width of each
Gaussian are fixed. Figure 5 shows examples of these fits for
the momentum intervals 3.4–3.6 GeV/c and 8–9 GeV/c. The
electrons are hardly visible in any of the fits as the yield is
below 1% of the total. For pT > 10 GeV/c, it is no longer pos-
sible to separate electrons from pions, and the relative fraction
of electrons is assumed to remain constant above this pT. There
is a small contamination of primary muons in the pions owing
to the similar mass (and therefore similar 〈dE/dx〉). High-pT
muons are predominantly the result of semileptonic decays
of hadrons containing heavy quarks and for those decays one
expects muon and electron branching ratios to be similar, so the
electron yield (fraction) is subtracted from the pions to correct
for the muon contamination. This correction changes the pion
yield by less than 1% in the full pT range, in agreement with
MC simulations based on the PYTHIA generator [52]. Because
this dE/dx analysis is not optimized for electrons and the
contamination is extrapolated to high pT, half of the correction
is assigned as a systematic uncertainty. The contamination of
(anti)deuterons in the (anti)proton sample is negligible (<1%).
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FIG. 9. Uncorrected particle fractions as a function of momentum (top) and as a function of pT (bottom) for |η| < 0.2 (solid markers) and
0.6  |η| < 0.8 (open markers). Charged pions, kaons, and (anti)protons are plotted with circles, squares, and triangles, respectively. The error
bars indicate the statistical uncertainty. Results for six centrality classes are presented.
The particle fractions, i.e., the contribution of charged pions
(f ′π++π− ), kaons (f ′K++K− ), and (anti)protons (f ′p+p¯) to the
yield of inclusive charged particles, obtained as a function of
momentum, are plotted in Fig. 9 (top) as a function of centrality
for the two extreme |η| intervals. One observes a significant η
dependence of pion and proton fractions for p < 10 GeV/c.
The extracted fractions as a function of transverse momen-
tum are obtained bin by bin using a weighting procedure
fid(〈pT〉i) =
∑
j
f ′id(〈p〉j )R(〈p〉i ,〈pT〉j ), (4)
where fid (f ′id) is given in bins of pT (p) and R is a response
matrix reflecting the relation between p and pT bins. This
averaging introduces some smoothing of the fractions as
neighboring pT fractions have contributions from the same
p fractions, but the analysis is done in narrow |η| intervals so
only a few momentum bins contribute and the fractions depend
only weakly on p; therefore, we consider the systematic
effect of this procedure negligible. The fractions fid are
shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 9. The transformation
has little effect for |η| < 0.2, as expected, but we now
observe that for 0.6  |η| < 0.8 the results are consistent
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TABLE II. Summary of the systematic uncertainties for the charged pion, kaon, and (anti)proton spectra and for the particle ratios.
The different contributions are (a) event and track selection, (b) feed-down correction, (c) correction for muons, (d) parametrization of
Bethe-Bloch and resolution curves, and (e) efficiency correction (same for all systems). Note that K/π = (K+ + K−)/(π+ + π−) and
p/π = (p + p¯)/(π+ + π−). All values in percents.
π+ + π− K+ + K− p + p¯ K/π p/π
pT (GeV/c) 2.0 10 3.0 10 3.0 10 3.0 10 3.0 10
Pb-Pb collisions (0%–5%)
(a) 8.4 8.1 8.2 8.1 8.2 8.1 –
(b) <0.1 – 2.1 1.5 <0.1 2.1 1.5
(c) 0.1 1.7 – 0.6 1.7 0.6 1.7
(d) 1.5 2.2 18 8.4 9.8 17 22 10 11 16
Pb-Pb collisions (5%–10%)
(a) 8.4 8.2 8.2 8.2 8.2 8.2 –
(b) <0.1 – 2.1 1.5 <0.1 2.1 1.5
(c) 0.2 1.5 – 0.6 1.5 0.6 1.5
(d) 1.4 2.2 16 8.0 9.5 16 18 10 9.8 15
Pb-Pb collisions (10%–20%)
(a) 8.3 8.1 8.2 8.1 8.2 8.1 –
(b) <0.1 – 2.2 1.8 <0.1 2.2 1.8
(c) 0.3 1.3 – 0.6 1.3 0.6 1.3
(d) 1.5 2.3 16 8.9 10 20 16 11 9.2 18
Pb-Pb collisions (20%–40%)
(a) 8.4 8.2 8.2 8.2 8.2 8.2 –
(b) <0.1 – 2.1 1.6 <0.1 2.1 1.6
(c) 0.2 1.3 – 0.5 1.3 0.5 1.3
(d) 1.5 2.2 15 8.4 10 17 16 11 10 17
Pb-Pb collisions (40%–60%)
(a) 8.7 8.5 8.6 8.5 8.6 8.5 –
(b) <0.1 – 1.9 1.6 <0.1 1.9 1.6
(c) 0.3 1.1 – 0.5 1.1 0.5 1.1
(d) 1.4 2.1 14 8.0 11 17 15 10 11 17
Pb-Pb collisions (60%–80%)
(a) 10 9.7 9.8 9.7 9.8 9.7 –
(b) 0.1 – 2.0 1.8 0.1 2.0 1.8
(c) 0.3 0.8 – 0.4 0.8 0.4 0.8
(d) 1.4 2.4 16 7.1 20 29 16 8.9 18 22
pp collisions
(a) 7.4 7.6 7.4 7.6 7.4 7.6 –
(b) 0.1 – 2.0 1.8 0.1 2.0 1.8
(c) 0.4 0.6 – 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.6
(d) 1.1 1.7 16 5.7 24 17 16 6.8 25 13
(e) 3.0 4.2
with particle ratios being constant at midrapidity. We find
that all four pseudorapidity intervals are consistent and the
final fractions used to obtain the spectra in the next section are
computed as the weighted average of the four pseudorapidity
intervals.
8. Spectra
The invariant yields are obtained from the particle fractions
using the relation
d2Nid
dpTdy
= Jid εch
εid
fid × d
2Nch
dpTdη
. (5)
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FIG. 10. Correction factors as a function of pT. These are applied to the fractions of pions (left column), kaons (middle column), and
protons (right column). Results are presented for peripheral (top row) and central (bottom row) Pb-Pb collisions. The correction to the pion
fraction owing to the muon contamination is not drawn, but is 1%. Only pions and protons are corrected for feed-down.
The first expression on the right-hand side is the input from the
PID analysis, where (εch) εid is the efficiency for (inclusive)
identified charged particles and Jid is the Jacobian correction
(from pseudorapidity η to rapidity y) and fid is the fractional
yield. The second expression is the fully corrected transverse
momentum spectrum of inclusive charged particles that has
already been published by ALICE [16].
The relative efficiency correction, εch/εid, was found to
be consistent within ±3% for all centrality classes and pp
collisions, and for event generators: PYTHIA [52], PHOJET [53],
and HIJING [54]. Thus, an average correction was used and
a systematic uncertainty of 3% was assigned. At high pT
the correction is nearly constant and on the order of 0.95.
It is below 1 because the inclusive charged-particle spectra
contain weakly decaying baryons such as + that are not
reconstructed with the charged-particle selection for primary
particles. The proton and pion spectra have been corrected for
feed-down from weak decays using MC simulations for the
relative fraction of secondaries scaled to those extracted from
distance-of-closest-approach MC template fits to data [44].
For pT ≈ 2 (3) GeV/c, the correction is approximately 0.3%
(4%) for the pion (proton) yield and decreasing with increasing
pT. Scaling between data and MC has a limited precision and
could be different at higher pT. To be conservative, half of the
correction is therefore assigned as a systematic uncertainty.
This contribution to the systematic uncertainty is still small,
as shown in Table II.
The efficiency and feed-down corrections are plotted in
Fig. 10 as a function of pT for central and peripheral Pb-Pb
collisions. The Jacobian correction from η to y, which has to
be included for the lower pT bins, is also shown and the largest
effect is observed for protons, as expected. At pT ≈ 3 GeV/c,
the correction is ≈5%, ≈1%, and 1% for protons, kaons,
and pions, respectively.
9. Systematic uncertainties
The systematic uncertainty on the invariant yields has three
main components: event and track selection, efficiency correc-
tion of the fractions, and the fraction extraction. Contributions
from the event and track selection are taken directly from
the inclusive charged particle result [16]. The systematic
uncertainties for the corrections have been covered in the
previous sections and are summarized in Table II.
The systematic uncertainty on the fractions is mainly
attributable to the uncertainties in the parametrization of the
Bethe-Bloch and resolution curves used to constrain the fits.
This systematic uncertainty can be attributable to calibration
effects such that, for example, the 〈dE/dx〉 does not depend
on βγ alone; it can be related to the parametrizations not being
able to describe the data properly, or it can be attributable to the
statistical precision of the external PID data sets. To evaluate
the uncertainty owing to these effects, the deviation of the
fitted curves from the actual measured means and widths of
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FIG. 11. (Top) Relative variation of the width parametrizations with respect to the measured values in different dE/dx/〈dE/dxMIP〉
intervals. (Bottom) Relative variation of the Bethe-Bloch 〈dE/dx〉 parametrization with respect to the measured values in different
dE/dx/〈dE/dxMIP〉 intervals. The distributions were constructed using all the available data, six centrality classes, and pp collisions with four
subsamples (|η| intervals) each.
the dE/dx spectra obtained from the analysis of the external
pion, proton, and electron samples are used. Figure 11 shows
the relative variations; all the available data were used for
constructing the distributions; i.e., each of the six centrality
classes and pp collisions have four subsamples of tracks at
different |η|. It was found that the precision of all these data
sets is similar, so the final variation in systematic uncertainties
for the same observable for different centrality classes and pp
collisions is caused by the different separation power shown
in Fig. 2. The results for the width (Fig. 11, top) are shown
for p + p¯, π+ + π−, and e+ + e−, corresponding to the dif-
ferent samples and covering different 〈dE/dx〉/〈dE/dxMIP〉
ranges. In a given 〈dE/dx〉/〈dE/dxMIP〉 interval, the standard
deviation of the distribution was taken as the systematic
uncertainty associated with the extraction of the widths. An
analogous analysis was done for the Bethe-Bloch curve,
an example of which is shown in the bottom panel of
Fig. 11.
In peripheral collisions, an additional contribution originat-
ing from the statistical uncertainty in the fits to the external PID
data has to be taken into account for the Bethe-Bloch curve.
The total systematic uncertainty is assigned as the quadratic
sum of both contributions and is the band shown around the
parametrizations in Fig. 8.
The propagation of the uncertainties to the particle fractions
is done by refitting the dE/dx spectra, while randomly
varying the constrained parameters, 〈dE/dx〉 and σ , within
the uncertainty for the parametrizations assuming a Gaussian
variation centered at the nominal value. For each pT bin,
all the 〈dE/dx〉 and σ values are randomly varied and
refitted 1000 times, resulting in fraction distributions like those
shown in Fig. 12. The systematic uncertainties assigned to the
particle fractions are the standard deviation of the associated
distributions. By using the same method for the particle
ratios (Fig. 12, bottom), the correlation in the fit between
the extracted yields for the two different particle species are
directly taken into account. At high pT, the variation becomes
dominated by statistical fluctuations owing to the limited
amount of data. However, as the fractions are nearly constant
there (see Fig. 9) and the separation is also nearly constant (see
Fig. 2), a constant absolute systematic uncertainty is assigned
for pT > 8 GeV/c.
A summary of the different contributions to the systematic
uncertainty is shown in Table II for all centrality classes and
for two representative pT regions. For pions, the dominant
contribution comes from the event and track selection, which
amounts to 7%–8% over the whole pT range, while the PID
systematic uncertainty stays between 1%–2%. For kaons and
protons, the PID systematic uncertainty is the largest. The
systematic uncertainty decreases with increasing separation
and is smaller where the fractions are larger; see Fig. 9. For
protons at pT = 3 GeV/c, the two effects largely compensate
(the fractional yields increase for more central collisions) to
keep the systematic uncertainty nearly constant. For kaons,
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at the same pT, there is a strong centrality dependence
because the fractional yields also are lower for more central
collisions. For the lower multiplicity intervals (pp and 60%–
80% centrality) this trend is broken because of the significant
statistical uncertainty in the parametrized curves.
At high pT (≈10 GeV/c) the PID systematic uncertainty
for kaons stays between 7% and 8% for Pb-Pb collisions and
is around 5% for pp collisions. For protons, the contribution
is 16%–20% (except for 60%–80% Pb-Pb collisions, where it
is 29% owing to a much larger statistical uncertainty in the fits
to the external PID data).
B. HMPID analysis of Pb-Pb data
The HMPID is used to constrain the uncertainty of the
charged pion, kaon, and (anti)proton measurements in the
transition region between the TOF and TPC relativistic rise
methods (in the region around pT = 3 GeV/c). Thus, it both
improves the precision of the measurement and validates the
other methods in the region where they have the worst PID
separation.
The HMPID [55] detector consists of seven identical
proximity-focusing RICH (ring-imaging Cherenkov) counters.
Photon and charged-particle detection is provided by a
multiwire proportional chamber (MWPC) coupled to a CsI
photocathode segmented into pads of size 0.8 × 0.84 cm2
(the probability to obtain an amplified signals for an incident
photon, the quantum efficiency, is ≈25% for λph = 175 nm).
The amplification gas is CH4 at atmospheric pressure with an
anode-cathode gap of 2 mm; the operational voltage is 2050 V,
corresponding to a gain of ≈4 × 104. It is located at about 5 m
from the beam axis, covering a limited acceptance of |η| < 0.5
and 1.2◦ < ϕ < 58.5◦.
The HMPID analysis uses the 2011 Pb-Pb data with around
7.8 × 106 central triggered events (0%–10% centrality) and
5 × 106 semicentral triggered events (10%–50% centrality4).
The event and track selection is similar to the one described
in Sec. II A 1, but in addition it is required that the tracks are
propagated and matched to a primary ionization cluster in the
MWPC gap of the HMPID detector (denoted matched cluster
in the following). The matching efficiency, including spurious
matches, is ≈95% (see εmatch below). The matching criteria
are tightened to reject the fake cluster-track matches, which
account for ≈30%–40% (see Cdistance later), so that only tracks
matched with their corresponding primary ionization cluster
are identified. The PID in the HMPID is done by measuring
the Cherenkov angle, θCh [55], given by
cos θCh = 1
nβ
⇒ θCh = arccos
(√
p2 + m2
np
)
, (6)
where n is the refractive index of the radiator used (liquid
C6F14 with n = 1.29 at temperature T = 20 ◦C for photons
4To match centrality classes with the high-pT analysis, only spectra
for 0%–40% are shown in this paper. Results for 20%–30%, 30%–
40%, and 40%–50% are available on HepData.
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FIG. 13. Cherenkov angle measured in the HMPID as a function
of the momentum p in 0%–10% central Pb-Pb collisions. The solid
lines represent the theoretical curves for each particle species. The z
axis indicated by the color scale is logarithmic.
with energy 6.68 eV). Figure 13 shows the Cherenkov
angle as a function of the momentum for central Pb-Pb
collisions.
The measurement of the single photon θCh angle in the
HMPID requires knowledge of the track impact position
and angle. These are estimated from the track extrapolation
from the central tracking devices up to the radiator volume,
where the Cherenkov photons are emitted. Only one matched
cluster is associated with each extrapolated track, selected
as the closest cluster to the extrapolated track point on the
cathode plane, with a charge above ≈120 σnoise. The cut on the
charge excludes clusters from electronic noise and photons.
The matching efficiency is defined for tracks extrapolated to
the HMPID acceptance as
εmatch = N (extrapolated with matched cluster)
N (extrapolated) . (7)
This efficiency is ≈95% and independent of momentum,
particle species, and event multiplicity.
In Fig. 14, the residuals distribution between the track
extrapolation and the matched cluster position in local chamber
coordinates, X and Y , for tracks with pT > 1.5 GeV/c is
shown. The distributions have a resolution of σres ≈ 2 cm. To
reject fake cluster-match associations in the detector, mainly
the situation when there is no correct signal to match, as for
example the particle, was absorbed or deflected in the material
between the TPC and the HMPID detector, a selection on the
distance,
√
X2 + Y 2, computed on the cathode plane between
the track extrapolation and the matched cluster is applied.
This distance has to be less than 5 cm. This represents the best
compromise between the loss of statistics and the probability
of an incorrect association, where the latter becomes negligible
(<0.1%) even in the most central collisions, as estimated
from MC simulations. The distance cut leads to a correction
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FIG. 14. Distribution of the X (left) and Y (right) residuals
between the matched cluster position and the closest extrapolated
track point at the HMPID chamber plane (HMPID module 2),
for positive and negative tracks with pT > 1.5 GeV/c in Pb-Pb
collisions (0%–50% centrality). The histograms have been scaled
to have a similar maximum value. The small shift between positive
and negative tracks in the Y residuals is attributable to a radial
residual misalignment and an imperfect estimate of the energy loss
in the material traversed by the track and is not corrected for in the
calculation of the residual distance.
factor
Cdistance
= N (extrapolated with matched cluster distance <5 cm)
N (extrapolated with matched cluster) ,
(8)
for each momentum bin and does not depend on event
multiplicity. Figure 15 shows this correction factor as a
function of pT for positive and negative tracks integrated over
the centrality classes (0%–50%).
Starting from the photon cluster coordinates on the photo-
cathode, a backtracking algorithm calculates the correspond-
ing emission angle. The Cherenkov photons are selected by the
Hough transform method (HTM) [56], which for each track
transforms the coordinates of photon hits into emission angles.
The angle interval with the most hit candidates is selected and
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FIG. 15. The distance cut correction, Cdistance, as a function of pT
for positive (red) and negative (blue) tracks, respectively, in Pb-Pb
collisions (0%–50% centrality).
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FIG. 16. Fit to the θCh distributions of pions (top) and protons (bottom) obtained in MC simulations for two different momentum bins. The
histograms have been scaled to have a similar maximum value.
θCh is computed as the weighted mean of the single photon
angles. In central Pb-Pb collisions, where the total number of
signals in the HMPID chambers is large, it is possible that
the angle is constructed based on hits not corresponding to
the Cherenkov photons associated with the track. This results
in a significant reduction of the PID efficiency in the most
central collisions. Figure 16 gives an example of the same
effect in MC simulations. The response function consists of
a Gaussian distribution for correctly assigned rings (signal)
plus a distribution strongly increasing with the Cherenkov
angle for incorrectly assigned rings (background). The signals
from other tracks and photons in the same event are uniformly
distributed on the chamber plane, and so the background rises
with θCh because the probability of finding background clus-
ters increases. The background contribution decreases with
increasing track momentum because higher-momentum tracks
give rise to a larger number of Cherenkov photons and have a
smaller inclination angle, producing rings that are more likely
to be fully contained inside the acceptance. As a result of this,
the probability of incorrectly associating an angle computed
from background clusters to the track decreases. The shoulder
in the distribution starting at 0.7 rad is a boundary effect owing
to the finite geometrical acceptance of the chamber.
Figure 17 gives examples of the reconstructed Cherenkov
angle distributions in two narrow pT intervals for different
centrality classes; the reconstructed angle distribution is fitted
with a sum of three Gaussian distributions, corresponding to
the signals from pions, kaons, and protons, plus a distribution
associated with the misidentified tracks that is modeled with a
sixth-degree polynomial function that minimizes the reduced
χ2 of the fit.
The fitting is performed in two steps. In the first step, the
initial parameters are based on the expected values. For the
signal, the means 〈θCh〉i are obtained from Eq. (6), tuning
the refractive index to match the observed Cherenkov angles,
and the σ values σi are taken from the MC distribution
in the given transverse momentum bin. The initial shape
of the sixth-degree polynomial background is taken from
MC simulations. Furthermore, the signal parameters are
constrained to the ranges [〈θCh〉i − σi ,〈θCh〉i + σi] for the
means and [σi − 0.1σi , σi + 0.1σi] for the widths. After this
first step, the pT dependence of each parameter is fitted with a
continuous function. In the second step, the fitting is repeated
with only the yields as free parameters and constraining the
mean and σ values to the continuous functions. The means and
widths constrained in this way are all found to be independent
of centrality, as shown in Fig. 18 for 0%–5% and 40%–50%
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FIG. 17. Distributions of the Cherenkov angle measured in the HMPID for positive tracks having pT in the range 2.6–2.7 GeV/c (top) and
in the range 3.8–4.0 GeV/c (bottom), for six different centrality classes: 0%–5%, 5%–10%, 10%–20%, 20%–30%, 30%–40%, and 40%–50%.
The histograms have been scaled to have a similar maximum value. The shoulder in the distributions starting at 0.7 rad is a boundary effect
owing to the finite chamber geometrical acceptance.
centrality classes. In Fig. 19, a comparison is shown between
the mean values of the Cherenkov angle obtained from the
fitting procedure with those obtained using a clean sample of
protons and pions identified from 	 and K0S decays.
To correct for the incorrectly assigned Cherenkov rings, a
PID efficiency is used. This efficiency has to be derived from
a data set containing identified particles of a single species,
so one can use MC or V 0 daughters. For such a clean set
of particles that passes the distance cut, e.g., MC pions as in
Fig. 16, the PID efficiency is
εPID = N (signal)
N (signal and background) , (9)
where the signal is the integral of the Gaussian fit function.
The PID efficiency has been evaluated from MC simulations
that reproduce the background observed in the data well. A
data-driven cross-check of the efficiency has been performed
using a clean sample of V 0 daughter tracks. The comparison
between data and MC is shown in Fig. 20 for 0%–5%
and 40%–50% centrality classes and shows good agreement.
We also observe that, as expected, the efficiency decreases
for more central collisions owing to the occupancy effects
mentioned above. The maximum value of the PID efficiency
is ≈80% at pT ∼ 6 GeV/c in the 40%–50% centrality class.
As an additional check of the PID efficiency, the ratio between
the raw yields extracted from the fit (signal) corrected by the
PID efficiency and the total entries in the original histogram
(signal and background) has been evaluated for each pT bin for
all centralities. The ratio is consistent with unity when the sys-
tematic uncertainties listed in Table III are taken into account.
The systematic uncertainty for the HMPID analysis has
contributions from tracking and PID. These uncertainties have
been estimated by individually changing the track selection
cuts and the parameters of the fit function used to extract
the raw yields. The means of the Gaussian functions have
been changed by ±σ . Similarly, the widths of the Gaussian
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functions have been varied by ±10%, accounting for the
maximum expected variation of the resolution as a result of
the different running conditions of the detector during data
acquisition that can have an impact on the performance. When
the means are changed, the widths are fixed to the default
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value, and vice versa. The parameter variation is performed
for all three particles species. In addition, the uncertainty on
the association of the track to the matched cluster is obtained
by varying the value of the distance cut required for the match
by ±1 cm. These contributions do not vary with the collision
centrality. To estimate the uncertainty owing to the incomplete
knowledge of the shape of the background distribution, an
TABLE III. Main sources of systematic uncertainties for the
HMPID Pb-Pb analysis.
Effect π± K± p and p
pT range (GeV/c) 2.5 4 2.5 4 2.5 4
PID (%) 6 12 6 12 4 5
Tracking efficiency (%) 6 6 7
Distance cut correction (%) 6 2 6 2 4 2
Background (Pb-Pb 0%–5%) (%) 10 4 5 3 5 3
Background (Pb-Pb 5%–10%) (%) 7 4 3 2 3 2
Background (Pb-Pb 10%–20%) (%) 6 4 3 2 3 2
Background (Pb-Pb 20%–30%) (%) 5 3 3 2 2 2
Background (Pb-Pb 30%–40%) (%) 3 1 2 1 2 1
Background (Pb-Pb 40%–50%) (%) 2 1 2 1 2 1
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TABLE IV. The pT ranges (GeV/c) used in the combination of
the most central results. In pp and peripheral Pb-Pb collisions the
separation power is different and in some cases thepT ranges therefore
change a little.
ITS + TPC + TOF HMPID TPC dE/dx rel. rise
π± 0.1–3.0 1.5–4.0 2.0–20.0
K± 0.2–3.0 1.5–4.0 3.0–20.0
p(p¯) 0.3–4.6 1.5–6.0 3.0–20.0
K/π 0.2–3.0 1.5–4.0 3.0–20.0
p/π 0.3–3.0 1.5–4.0 3.0–20.0
alternative background function, depending on tan(θ ) and
derived from geometrical considerations in case of orthogonal
tracks [55], has been used,
f (θ ) = a + b × tan θ + c × [tan θ (1 + tan2 θ )]d, (10)
where a, b, c, and d are free parameters. The corresponding
systematic uncertainty reaches a maximum value at low
momenta for the most central collisions (≈15% for pions
and ≈8% for kaons and protons). The systematic uncertainty
decreases with pT because, as previously explained, the back-
ground contribution decreases with increasing track momen-
tum. A summary of the different contributions to the systematic
uncertainty for the HMPID Pb-Pb analysis is given in Table III.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The measurement of charged pion, kaon, and (anti)proton
transverse momentum spectra has been performed via several
independent analyses, each one focusing on a subrange of the
total pT distribution, using individual detectors and specific
techniques to optimize the signal extraction (see Table IV).
The results were combined in the overlapping ranges using a
weighted average with the independent systematic uncertain-
ties as weights (a 3% common systematic uncertainty owing to
the TPC tracking is added directly to the combined spectrum).
The statistical uncertainties are much smaller and therefore
neglected in the combination weights. For pT > 4 GeV/c
only the TPC dE/dx relativistic rise analysis is used for
all species. Figure 21 shows the ratio of individual spectra
to the combined spectrum for the 0%–5%, 20%–40%, and
60%–80% central Pb-Pb data, illustrating the compatibility
between the different analyses. In the centrality intervals
where the HMPID measurements are available, they improve
the systematic uncertainty of the kaon and proton yields by
approximately a factor of two in the pT region where it is
later observed that the peaks of the kaon-to-pion and the
proton-to-pion ratios are located (see Figs. 25 and 26). We
note that the final charged-pion spectra are consistent with the
neutral-pion spectra scaled by a factor of two within statistical
and systematic uncertainties [57].
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The final combined transverse momentum distributions
for the three particle species are shown in Fig. 22. For
pT < 3 GeV/c, a hardening of the spectra is observed going
from peripheral to central events. This effect is mass dependent
and is characteristic of hydrodynamic flow, as discussed in
Ref. [44]. For high pT (>10 GeV/c) the spectra follow a
power-law shape, as expected from perturbative QCD (pQCD)
calculations. In the following, the high-pT results are first
discussed before going on to the intermediate pT region.
A. The high- pT results
To study jet quenching at high pT, the nuclear modification
factor, RAA, is constructed. The RAA is
RAA = d
2NAAid /dydpT
〈TAA〉d2σ ppid /dydpT
, (11)
where NAAid and σ
pp
id are the charged-particle yield in nucleus-
nucleus (A-A) collisions and the cross section in pp collisions,
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respectively, and 〈TAA〉 is the nuclear overlap function. The
latter is obtained from a Glauber model [58] and is related to the
average number of binary nucleon-nucleon collisions (Ncoll)
and the inelastic nucleon-nucleon cross section as 〈TAA〉 =
〈Ncoll〉/σNNinel .
Figure 23 shows the RAA for all centrality classes. The
results show that for all centrality classes any particle species
dependence of the nuclear modification for pT > 10 GeV/c
is small, compared with the large suppression (RAA  1).
This suggests that jet quenching does not produce signatures
that affect the particle species composition for the leading
particles. The results presented in this paper are all done
at the particle level, while for some models that motivated
these studies the predictions are done for jets, e.g., the
Sapeta-Wiedemann model [22]. It is not obvious how to
compare the results presented here with such calculations.
In the following we therefore discuss how inclusive pT
spectra compare with inclusive jet pT spectra. In particular,
it is examined if the results are likely to be affected by a
quenched jet fragmentation bias (if quenched jets emit less
high-pT particles than unquenched ones) or a surface bias (if
unquenched jets from the surface dominate).
At the LHC, by studying dijets in Pb-Pb collisions and
selecting on the dijet asymmetry, one can study samples with
large asymmetries where one knows, based on comparisons
with pp results, that at least the subleading jet has suffered
a large energy loss [8,9]. The study of the fragmentation
functions (FFs) for these quenched jets has shown that for
charged tracks with pT > 4 GeV/c they are similar to those
observed in pp collisions for subleading jets with pT,jet >
50 GeV/c [59], in agreement with what one also finds for
inclusive jets [60]. This rules out a large fragmentation bias
(for lower jet pT see below) and suggests that any surface
bias is the same as for inclusive jets. To understand the jet pT
covered by the results presented here, one can now, thanks to
the similarity of the FFs in pp and Pb-Pb collisions, rely on
NLO pQCD calculations for pp collisions. The FFs found to
best describe the inclusive charged particle spectra [61] are the
Kretzer distributions [62]. NLO pQCD calculations using the
Kretzer FFs suggest that more than half of the particles with
pT between 10 and 20 GeV/c are from gluon jets and that the
typical jet pT is roughly a factor of 2–3 larger than the hadron
pT (〈z〉 = pT,hadron/pT,jet ≈ 0.4) [61].5 The conclusions for
jets with pT,jet > 50 GeV/c are therefore expected to be
directly applicable also for the highest-pT particles studied
here. ALICE has studied charged jets in Pb-Pb collisions
where it was found that requiring a minimum one track with
pT > 10 GeV/c in a jet gives the same fragmentation bias
of the jet reconstruction efficiency in Pb-Pb collisions as
in PYTHIA for 20 < pT,ch. jet < 110 GeV/c [63], so there is
no evidence even for lower pT jets that there is a different
fragmentation bias in Pb-Pb collisions than in pp collisions.
The results in Fig. 23 therefore indicate that for jets with final
pT of order 25 to 50 GeV/c, jet quenching does not produce
large particle-species-dependent effects in the hard core of the
jet where leading particle production mainly occurs.
To be able to set stronger constraints, one needs theoretical
modeling. As the RAA for charged pions, kaons, and protons
reported here for pT > 10 GeV/c are all compatible to the
RAA for inclusive charged particles [16] and neutral pions [57],
5The publication contains only calculations for
√
s = 900 GeV and√
s = 7 TeV that have been averaged as an approximate estimate
for the energy of
√
s = 2.76 TeV shown here because the energy
dependence is not that strong.
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we refer to these papers for comparisons with models without
large particle-species-dependent effects. When compared with
models which include large particle-species-dependent effects,
the results indicate that the jet-quenching mechanism does not
involve direct exchange of quantum numbers with the medium,
and there are also no indications of a modified color structure of
the fragmentation [22] or that the probe is excited to other color
states [23]. Models in which the hadronization of jet fragments
occurs in the medium also appear to be ruled out [24]. It seems
that the medium quenches the jet as a whole rather than directly
interacting with its fragments. Such a picture has recently
been proposed [64], arguing that the medium typically cannot
resolve the structure inside the hard core of the jet such that
all fragments lose energy coherently.
In Fig. 24, the RAA for charged pions, the most precise
measurement in this work and the one least sensitive to radial
flow, is compared with the RAA for neutral pions measured
by PHENIX [65] at the RHIC.6 The ALICE results are
systematically below the PHENIX values for pT < 10 GeV/c
6The results have been obtained from the tables at the PHENIX web
site and the 5%–10% data set has been constructed from the 0%–5%
and 0%–10% data sets.
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FIG. 26. (Anti)proton to charged pion ratio as a function of transverse momentum (solid markers). The top panels show the full pp with
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pT < 8 GeV/c are compared with EPOS model 2.17-3 (line). The systematic and statistical error are plotted as color boxes and vertical error
bars, respectively.
but consistent within systematic uncertainties for larger pT.
We note that the relative centrality evolution is similar at the
two center-of-mass energies. In Ref. [66], a simple study of the
RAA at pT = 10 GeV/c found that the energy loss is ≈40%
larger at the LHC than at the RHIC in all centrality classes (it
scales as
√
dN/dη for a fixed initial geometry).
The proton-to-pion and the kaon-to-pion ratios as a function
of pT are shown in Figs. 25 and 26. The similarity at high pT
for the RAA implies that the particle ratios there are also the
same inpp and Pb-Pb collisions. Because the particle ratios are
independent of pT in this region, we use the integrated particle
ratios for pT > 10 GeV/c to elucidate the precision with
which the suppression of pions, kaons, and protons is similar;
see Fig. 27. The advantage of using particle ratios is that
the results for heavy-ion collisions can be shown separately
from the pp results. Furthermore, in the ratios the systematic
uncertainty associated with the inclusive charged-particle pT
spectra normalization cancels. All the steps in the high-pT
dE/dx analysis discussed in Sec. II A are done independently
for each centrality class (using disjunct data sets) so one does
not expect any direct correlations of the results. We conclude
that all kaon-to-pion (proton-to-pion) ratios as a function
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Note that this kaon-to-pion (proton-to-pion) “high-pT” ratio is ≈4
(≈2) times larger than the bulk ratio [44].
of Npart are consistent within the systematic uncertainty of
≈10% (≈20%). Measurements with improved precision using
Run 2 and Run 3 LHC data could reveal possible subtle
particle-species differences.
B. The intermediate pT results
In the following, the intermediate pT regions in Figs. 25
and 26, where the proton-to-pion and the kaon-to-pion ratios
are enhanced, are discussed.
The observation of the large proton-to-pion ratio at inter-
mediate pT at the RHIC generated numerous speculations
that the degrees of freedom in the medium are constituent
quarklike and that they recombine when hadronizing to give
rise to distinct meson and baryon properties. As the φ meson
has a mass similar to that of a proton, it is crucial in testing
these ideas and results at the RHIC indeed seemed to confirm
this picture [67], while at LHC the picture appears to be
more complicated [68,69]. Some of the models developed to
describe results at the RHIC have been extended to the LHC
energies. One can, in general, separate recombination models
into two classes. In soft models, recombination only occurs
for soft thermal radially flowing partons. In Ref. [68] ALICE
showed calculations for such a model [31] and the prediction is
that at the LHC energies the particle ratios in central collisions
are similar to those measured at the highest RHIC energy. In
hard recombination models, jet fragments can recombine with
both partons from the medium and other jets. At LHC energies,
the minijet activity is much larger than at RHIC energies, which
motivated predictions for central collisions of particle ratios an
order of magnitude larger (p/π ∼ 10–20) than the peak values
reported here and persisting out to much higher pT [34]. The
failure of hard recombination is in qualitative agreement with
the picture where the jet interacts with the medium as a whole
so that the hard fragments of the jet cannot recombine with
partons in the medium or in another jet.
EPOS [70] is a full MC generator which contains both soft
and hard physics. It incorporates a hydrodynamical phase and
additional hadronization processes at intermediate pT where
the interaction between bulk matter and quenched jets is
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collisions compared with STAR and PHENIX results for √sNN =
200 GeV Au-Au collisions. (Left) The proton-to-pion ratio. (Right)
The kaon-to-pion ratio.
considered [71]. This interaction introduces a baryon-meson
effect, where fully quenched jets are allowed to hadronize with
flowing medium quarks. When we study the full set of ratios at
all centralities (Figs. 25 and 26) EPOS generally reproduces the
centrality dependence well, even for very peripheral events,
where it is known that pure hydrodynamical calculations fail
to describe the data [44]. However, EPOS overpredicts the
magnitude of both the proton-to-pion and the kaon-to-pion
peak; it is therefore critical to understand how important
the additional hadronization processes are, relative to the
hydrodynamic flow, when all parameters have been tuned.
Figure 28 shows a comparison of particle ratios with results
from STAR [25] and PHENIX [27] at the RHIC measured
in Au-Au collision at √sNN = 200 GeV. In both cases, the
results have been averaged for both charge signs for pions
and protons. We use the STAR feed-down-corrected data
for this comparison.7 The proton-to-pion peak at the LHC
is approximately 20% larger than at the RHIC, which is
consistent with an increased average radial flow velocity. At
high pT, the systematic uncertainties of the STAR data are very
large and it was noted in a later publication that they might even
be underestimated [26]. Interestingly, there is no evidence for
a peak in the kaon-to-pion ratio measured by PHENIX, which
is similar to the ALICE data points for pT  3 GeV/c, but
continues to rise in the few data points above this pT.
Careful modeling of pT spectra and azimuthal flow is
needed to answer the question of whether there are additional
hadronization processes such as soft recombination at the
LHC.8 Because the multiplicity evolution of particle ratios
in p-Pb collisions is similar to what is observed for Pb-Pb
collisions [37], it would be interesting to include those results
in the modeling, in particular, because there is no indication of
jet quenching [73], which conceptually simplifies the problem.
7Values taken from https://drupal.star.bnl.gov/STAR/files/
starpublications/65/data.html for protons and a similar feed-down
correction has been assumed for antiprotons.
8We note that in a recent preprint it is shown that soft recombination
together with pQCD + quenching can give a good description of pion,
kaon, and (anti)proton spectra in central heavy-ion collisions at both
the RHIC and the LHC for 1.5 < pT < 10 GeV/c [72].
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IV. CONCLUSION
We have reported the centrality-dependent measurement
of charged pions, kaons, and (anti)protons at large transverse
momenta in Pb-Pb collisions at the LHC. When combined with
previously published data at lower pT, the new results provide
a comprehensive data set of pion, kaon, and (anti)proton
pT spectra with unprecedented systematic precision and
pT reach. The spectra are sensitive to physics mechanisms
that differentiate between baryons and mesons, strange and
nonstrange, or heavy and light hadrons.
At high pT (pT > 10 GeV/c), particle ratios and nuclear
modification factors allow the study of effects related to
jet quenching. The measurements in this pT range do not
show any difference in the nuclear modification factor for
pions, kaons, and protons. A comparison of the present results
with jet measurements and theoretical calculations establishes
that jet quenching does not introduce large species-dependent
modifications for leading particles. Instead, at high pT, for all
six centrality classes and the pp data analyzed here, the same
kaon-to-pion and proton-to-pion ratios are obtained within a
systematic precision of ≈10%–20%.
At intermediate pT, calculations are needed to determine
whether models containing only hydrodynamics and jet
quenching can provide a good description across many observ-
ables of the available experimental results or if additional pro-
cesses such as recombination are needed. Because the initial
geometry of the collision directly affects both the flow and the
energy loss, the centrality dependence presented in this paper
is important for constraining both the low-pT hydrodynamics
and the high-pT jet quenching in the calculations.
The results in this paper, taken together with the wealth
of other high pT and jet results from the LHC, point toward
a need for further development of a microscopic QCD-based
picture that explains in detail the relation between the jet, the
medium, and the energy loss.
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